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Introduction

Colorblindness affects 8% of all men and 0.005% 
of women around the world. Colorblindness is a 
common but hidden disability that people without 
colorblindness often do not take into consideration. 
As people with color blindness go through their 
daily lives, they come in contact with obstacles 
people with full color vision do not struggle with.11

How does color 
blindness impact 

people?



I will examine the effects of colorblindness 
in everyday life and explain the use of object 
location to help identify objects and take 
color blindness into consideration.

Thesis Statement

Color blindness affects 8% of all men and 0.005% of 
women around the world. Color blindness is a common 
but hidden disability that people without color blindness 
often do not take into consideration. As people with 
color blindness go through their daily lives, they come 
in contact with obstacles people with full color vision 
do not struggle with.

I was originally interested in this topic when working at 
my part time job designing the user interface for a game. 
If not for one of the game designers being red-green 
colorblind I would have never started thinking about how 
color blindness affects a player’s perception of a game let 
alone how it affects one’s day to day life. As I continued 
to focus on creating a color blind mode for the game, 
I encountered a few misconceptions that most people 
have about color blindness. As a designer and with friends 
who are also colorblind, I struggled to understand what 
color blindness is and how it affects one’s perception of color.

My thesis focuses on creating an interactive that presents 
different scenarios in which people with color blindness 
have trouble identifying objects. Options are given to 
users to explain the use of conveying information other 
than with the use of color and why that is important when 
locating objects.

The outcome of my work will provide a platform of awareness 
for color blindness and provide inclusivity to this hidden 
disability- specifically now that there are many more 
scenarios where color is a tool for conveying information, 
compared with one or two decades ago.

Not having a colorblind mode in games 
image. n.d. Not Having a Color Blind Function 
Immediately Alienates a Large Player Base. 
https://vignette.wikia.nocookie.net/game-de
sign-snacks/images/2/25/Colorblind.jpg/revi
sion /latest?cb=20161003032512.

Exhibition by Matthew Ronay who is 
colorblind. The app “Chromatic Vision 
Simulator” can be used within this exhibition 
to show what Ronay sees.

Matthew Ronay, Organ/Organelle, Marc Foxx, 
Los Angeles, September 6–October 4, 2014. 
Photo by: Robert Wedemeyer. Courtesy of 
Marc Foxx, Los Angeles

Abstract 2How it 
impacts design
During my experience working on the game 
as well as this project, I’ve come to realize 
that apps and games are not as color blind 
friendly as I had initially thought. Many apps 
and games tend to not check for color contrast 
and whether or not these colors have contrasting 
saturations. In addition to this, many games 
do not have a second indicator to convey 
information and relied mostly on color.
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Color blindness

Some misconceptions that people have about 
color blindness is that the color that they are 
deficient in is seen as grey scale. Another common 
misconception is that people with color deficiencies 
in that color see through objects with that color. 
So how does color translate for people with 
color blindness and what does that look like?2 Tackling 

misconceptions



Colorblindness test

There exist four different types of plates:

Vanishing design: Only people with good color vision can 
see the sign. If you are colorblind you won’t see anything.

Transformation design: Color blind people will see a 
different sign than people with no color vision handicap.

Hidden digit design: Only colorblind people are able to 
spot the sign. If you have perfect color vision, you won’t 
be able to see it.

Classification design: This is used to differentiate between 
red- and green-blind persons. The vanishing design is 
used on either side of the plate, one side for deutan 
defects and the other for protans.

Color blindness can happen when one or more of the color 
cone cells are absent, not working, or detect a different 
color than normal. Severe color blindness occurs when all 
three cone cells are absent. Mild color blindness happens 
when all three cone cells are present but one cone cell does 
not work right. It detects a different color than normal.

There are different degrees of color blindness. Some people 
with mild color deficiencies can see colors normally in good 
light but have difficulty in dim light. Others cannot distinguish 
certain colors in any light. 

The most severe form of color blindness, in which everything 
is seen in shades of gray, is uncommon.

Color blindness occurs when you are unable to see colors in 
a normal way. It is also known as color deficiency. Color 
blindness often happens when someone cannot distinguish 
between certain colors. The colors most commonly associated 
with color blindness are red, green and blue.

In the retina, there are two types of cells that detect light. 
They are called rods and cones. Rods detect only light and 
dark and are very sensitive to low light levels. Cone cells 
detect color and are concentrated near the center of your 
vision. There are three types of cones that see color: red, 
green and blue. The brain uses input from these cone cells 
to determine our color perception.

What is color blindness

Ishihara 38 plates color vision deficiency test
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Protanopia (red blind) And 
Protanomaly (red weak)

Loss of L-cones leads to protanopia. You’ll confuse colors 
in the red-yellow-green spectrum if you suffer from this 
deficiency. Protanomaly is a less severe form where you 
won’t be able to distinguish different shades of the same 
color in the red-yellow-green spectrum. Those suffering 
from either disease are likely to see red colors as darker 
than normal.

Protanopes are more likely to confuse:

1. Black with many shades of red
2. Dark brown with dark green, dark orange and dark red
2. Some blues with some reds, purples and dark pinks
3. Mid-greens with some oranges

Tritanopia (blue blind) And 
Tritanomaly (blue weak)

This deficiency is quite rare and is caused due to a 
deficiency of S-cones. It’s also known as Tritanomaly 
or Tritanopia. With this deficiency you will have difficulty 
distinguishing between blue and green, with green 
appearing as a shade of blue. Some even see yellow 
as a pale shade of grey or purple.

Tritanopes are more likely to confuse:

1. Mostly purples and reddish-browns. 
2. Some blue-greens. 
3. The lighter yellows/oranges/pinks. 
4. Light purples, light greens, with gray.
5. Bright greens with yellows

Full color vision

Deuteranopia

Protanopia

The Red-Green Color Deficiencies

The most common color vision deficiency, this affects 
more men than women. People have difficulty in distinguishing 
between different shades of red, green and yellow. Either 
they all appear to be a similar color, appear dull or can 
only be distinguished by slightly different brightness and 
intensity. They may even confuse red with black. Shades 
of purple will appear blue as you won’t be able to see the 
red component in them.

Deuteranopia (green blind) And 
Deuteranomaly (green weak)

This occurs when there is a loss of M-cones. It’s a less severe 
form of red-green color vision deficiency where you’ll have 
trouble differentiating between different shades of the same 
color in the red-yellow-green spectrum.

Deuteranopes are more likely to confuse:

1. Mid-reds with mid-greens
2. Blue-greens with grey and mid-pinks
3. Bright greens with yellows
4. Pale pinks with light grey
5. Mid-reds with mid-brown
6. Light blues with lilac

Tritanopia

11Types of color blindness
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Further research3 In addition to my research I conducted a survey 
asking friends, friends of friends and the internet a 
few questions regarding color blindness. These questions 
touched base on what color blindness they have, 
what colors they have a hard time seeing (so that I 
could compare it to my research), what objects they 
have trouble locating as well as their thoughts on 
what they wish educators and peers knew about color 
blindness to help with conveying information.

In person 
interviews and 

surveys



Contacted directly
friends of friends

Online via Reddit / other social networking platforms

The survey conducted had 
a total of 20 reponses.

I created a survey via Google Forms to 
collect information regarding color blindness. 
Examples of some of the questions I asked 
survey participants are shown below. 

Survey

Thank you to these participants 
for taking the survey

Berkley
CJ
Christian
Fabian
Joshua Battista
Marquise Garcia
Mudasser
Roger C
Suraj Shivshankar
Bret
Calvin Luu
Damian Ossowicz
Jordan
Lewis
Michael x2
Santiago Acosta
Tom
Timothy
Wyoming
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What type of colorblindness do you have?
Participants were asked which image 
base resembles the one on the left. 
Depending on which one is the most 
similar it would determine the type of 
colorblindness they have.

A: Protonomaly B: Deuteranomaly C: Tritanomaly

D: Protonopia E: Deuteranopia F: Tritanopia

What do you have trouble identifying?

“

Well when i was much younger, 
maybe younger than age 7. 
I always thought my father had a 
black truck, it was apparently 
green and not black.

I wouldn’t use crayons or colored pencils 
without labels because I couldn’t be certain 
what colors they were. Especially on projectors, 
red text would appear black. A very popular 
calculator (TI-84 plus CE) that I used often 
had a highlight that appeared very light 
gray on a white background and was difficult 
for me to notice. The highlight is actually 
light cyan, and easy for most to see.

Assignments that had matching 
(art class for one, but for example, 
multiple choice where A was red, and 
B was green. Both looked the same, 
and I would get the answer wrong)

Maps if they don't have the black boarder. 
Spectrum Heat maps can get tricky depending 
on the color scheme of the spectrum heat 
map. Some wires in cabling if there was a 
bunch of them it took longer for me to sort 
them, but I could usually do it if I worked in 
smaller groups or individual colored wires.

Text on a projector.

Had trouble identifying 
dark red text on a 
projector screen.

I can see yellow highlighter, but it's 
ineffective. It's barely there. I prefer 
pink. Also another crayon story, I 
mixed up blue crayons for black all 
the time until I used them and saw 
they were blue. I had to ask a teacher 
to mark blues and greens on a graph 
once. Otherwise, not too many issues.

Crayons and colored pencils always 
were mixed up. I colored grass brown 
often. Some problems out of the 
textbook in college were dependent 
on seeing color in chemistry

Colored pencils and crayons. Not 
only as a child, but to this day. 
Unlabeled colored pencils are a 
menace. I once colored a river 
purple in a drawing.
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4Try and make differentiators 
other than color if you want to 
account for the color-blind 
population. It's fine if you want 
to put a green button and a 
yellow button right next to each 
other, but try to to make them 
different shapes as well.

I can see colour, just 
knowing what colour it 
is is more contextual 
than actually knowing

I wish they knew which colors cause 
the most issues for those who are 
colorblind and offered alternatives. 
None of the educators I had ever 
realized they were making it difficult 
for colorblind students until I had 
pointed it out that I was struggling to 
see what they were talking about.”

Not everyone sees 
colors the same

Working with graphs 
and charts can be quite 
tough especially since 
I'm a data scientist.

That they write in colors that 
people can see and identify.

It's good to have an alternative 
way to display information: 
besides simply making colors 
super different, also use shapes 
or text cues. There are different 
types of "color blindness" and 
what works for one type may 
be ineffective for another.

For me personally, more distinct 
hues would be better for visual 
aids. Also, it’s always awkward 
trying to educate your teacher 
about the difference between 
total color blindness and 
deuteranomaly. My peers are 
fine about it. Sometimes they’re 
curious, but I would be too.

That colorblindness is 
not seeing lack of color

I memorize things based 
on appearance/aesthetic 
qualities other than color

That it's not that I don't see 
colour at all, but that I see 
it differently, and that they 
could point out shapes and 
sizes instead.

Yeah. Maps in history are indecipherable. 
Bad color choices in diagrams, and sometimes 
bad highlight color or text color (like highlighting 
black text in red or making text red to 
emphasize a point makes text hard to read 
or isn’t noticeable). Test corrections in tests 
that are made in red pen look identical to 
my pencil, and I have to ask if it’s pen or pencil.

Colours are made of a 
single world. Apple is a fruit, 
not a colour. Same applies 
to sand, thistle and so on

What do you wish educators/ peers 
knew about colorblindness to help 
with conveying information?

That it is not seeing properly 
that is the worst, it's the not 
actually knowing what colour 
your looking at without being 
familiar with said object



Ideation

After researching and gathering information from 
my survery I proceeded to look into apps geared 
towards visual impairment and color blindness. 
Upon speaking to my advisor, Cary Feria, I’ve 
learned about object tracking and object location 
which helped open new doors for inspiration.

3
4 What inspired the 

final outcome?



Apps such as Color Blind Pal works well to help
people with color blindness identify colors around 
them. Some features include having stripe patterns 
over regions of a particular hue or labeling colors.

Upon talking to my secondary advisor, I looked 
at how visual accessibility plays a part in visual 
impairment. In addition I took a look at preexisting 
apps curated for people with color blindness. 

Inspiration

A site such as Meow Meow at 
meowmeowtweet.com does a 
good job of providing user 
navigations for visual impairment. 
They offer solutions such as text 
spacing, cursor sizes etc.
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Color is a learned process where a color/ a name is 
correlated with what one sees.

By creating a label system of color that can be 
applied to objects it may help in an education 
setting to teach children about color, color theory 
and identify unknown colors with a system.

Creating a system would better support objects 
that come unlabled.

In the case of color blindness, where many 
individuals with the disorder are unaware of their 
condition, not only are a full set of color terms 
learned but they are applied to objects on the 
basis of how those objects look.

In the case with someone with color blindness, it is 
not that one is unable to identify colors but rather it 
is when a color they are color blind to is put next to 
a color that looks similar.

This leads to the next point in my research which is, 
what is object location. I was initially introduced to this 
topic through my third advisor, Cary Feria.

Through object location one is able to recognize when 
a familar or very specific object has been relocated. In 
the case one loses a familiar item they would go 
through the process of searching for it through a list of 
qualities they remember about the object

For example if one loses a pencil, qualities of that pencil 
would include something along the lines of thin, long, 
yellow, pointed on one end.

This leads to the question of how one can locate an 
object based on those qualities and how it can be 
described to someone that is color blind. 

Ideation #1What is object location

Imagine if you can't taste,
you will only consider how 
your mouth feels and the 
texture of food.

How is this related 
to color blindness 
and what can be 
taken from it?
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Target Audience: 
Educaters, specifically those not familiar with color blindness

Problem: 
Misuse of conveying information with just color

Soluton: 
Showcase how information can be better conveyed 
with less stress on color.  Other identifying factors 
could include location, size, shape, texture etc.

In code names, word associations are used to help 
team mates guess which of the cards are 
associated with their word choice.

In the case that the game is reworked to be color 
blind oriented, the purpose of the game would be 
to train the audience to ignore the use of color as 
a way to describe an object and focus more on 
giving other descriptors to teammates. Cards will 
be designed based on photographs provided by 
color blind participants.

Ideation #2 Ideation #3

How many times do you catch yourself using color to 
describe something? What if there are multiple of the 
same/ similar objects?

Inspired by I Spy books, overwhelming people with 
information and colors brings out the importance of 
slowing down the process of information. Colorblind or 
not, how well information is conveyed in chaos is important.

Hide and seek / I Spy where the use of color is omitted. 
More emphasis on directions and how the story is told.

Examples: excape rooms

Emulating a classroom setting where an item is hidden in 
the mist of chaos. Directions on how to navigate through 
with the ommision of the use of color will go to show how 
easy or hard it is to convey information.

2928



Final outcome

Create an interactive game that presents different 
scenarios in which people with colorblindness 
have trouble identifying objects. Options are given 
to users to explain the use of conveying information 
other than with the use of color and why that is 
important when locating objects.

They will learn that color should not be the 
main way to convey information and about 
which colors get confused with which in 
different colorblindness. It will teach people 
how to better identify and locate objects 
with these considerations in mind.

What Will They Learn?

Goal

4
5 What has already

been done?



Typeface

Brand colors

Colors chosen for this interactive consist 
of colors that people with color blindness 
often have a hard time differntiating.

pantone 317 C pantone 351 C pantone 495 C

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
font family: MADE TOMMY

DeuteranopiaProtanopiaFull color vision Tritanopia

4
Color Perception

Visual language Color palette
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Initial Sketches

Screen D
rafts

How would you 
describe this object?

The circle on the left

The red medium circle

The red circle

i

How would you 
describe this object?

1.  The circle       on the left

2.  The red medium circle

3.  The red circle

i



Color Perception Introuction to colorblindness

Level 1 Shapes

Circle hover over

Left hover over

Medium circle
hover over

Did you know 
explaination

Did you know 
explaination

Pink circle hover over

Red color blind view

Green color blind view

Blue color blind view

Level 2 Traffic

Red hover over

Y hover over

Do not enter sign
hover over

Red color blind view

Green color blind view

Blue color blind view

Did you know 
explaination

Level 3 Game minimap

Dots near haven
hover over

Red dots
hover over

Near haven
hover over

Red color blind view

Green color blind view

Blue color blind view

Blue color blind view

Did you know 
explaination

Level 4 Metro Station

Green line 
hover over

Dotted line
hover over

Red line
hover over

Red color blind view

Green color blind view

Level 6 Sports

Crayons without a 
label hover over

blue and pink crayons
hover over

crayons labeled
hover over

Did you know 
explaination

Did you know 
explaination

Red color blind view

Green color blind view

Blue color blind view

Level 5 Gym

Red hover over

Y hover over

Do not enter sign
hover over

Red color blind view

Green color blind view

Blue color blind view

Did you know 
explaination

Level 7 Puzzle

Red apple 
hover over

Leaves of the
tree hover over

Outside the pile
hover over

Red color blind view

Green color blind view

Blue color blind viewBlue color blind view

Did you know 
explaination

Level 8 Crayons

Wearing green
hover over

Diagonally
hover over

Wearing an odd number
jersey hover over

Red color blind view

Green color blind view

Tutorial page 1 Tutorial page 2 Bring up directions

Bring up directions

Bring up directions Bring up directions Bring up directions Bring up directions
Bring up directions Bring up directions

Bring up directions

Thank you page

Visit levels again

Start over

Introduction

Sitemap

Level

Ending



Color Perception

Click anywhere to start

tutorial

Think about how you would describe each object or action and hover over
the bolded text to see how that affects the screen.

Hint: What if color was not used to identify objects?
How else would you describe it?

Next

Click on the info
icon to bring up
directions and hints

Click anywhere to start

I

introduction

Color blindness affects 8% of all men and 0.005% of all women. 
So how do people with colorblindness identify objects?

Let’s find out

Introduction

The introduction screen takes users through an 
overview about colorblindness and its impact 
on the community. The idea behind the interactive 
is to teach children and educators how to 
identify objects without the use of color. By 
hovering over each bolded option users are 
able to see how that affects the screen. One of 
the three options will showcase how those colors 
are seen with three types of color blindness.

These colors are converted using Colblindor’s 
color blinder simulator. Note that these colors 
may be seen differently depending on one’s 
severity of color blindness. In addition to using 
Colblindor, these colors have been checked 
with the help of two color blind volunteers.

5

6
tutorial

Think about how you would describe each object.
Hover over the bolded text to see how that affects the screen.

Hint: What if color was not used to identify objects?
How else would you describe it?

Next

tutorial

Next

3938

When the right answer is selected, an explanation      and a button titled 
next level” will appear and will take you to the next screen.

Feel free to take your time and hover over all the options before
moving on.

“



level 1
The first level introduces users to the hover over 
function and showcases how the intersecting 
colored shapes have simiar hues when viewed 
through different color blind modes. While there 
are two correct answers in this screen, the idea to use 
other descriptors to identify the object is enforced.

2

3

1 1

level 2
GPS or any other map often use high saturation 
of colors to contrast neutral tones set for the 
background. In the case of someone looking at 
traffic flow on a map, red traffic indications often blend 
into the green roads. Other ways of understanding 
why there’s traffic are through signs showing 
that a road is blocked or if an area is under 
construction. In this level it brings back the color 
comparison of reds and greens seen in the last 
few levels, but this time in different saturations

1

2

3

colors are converted to show red, green and blue color blindness

How would you 
describe this object?

1.  The circle       on the left

2.  The pink medium circle

3.  The pink circle

How would you 
describe this object?

1.  The circle       on the left

2.  The pink medium circle

3.  The pink circle

Next level

i

i

Did you know?
Pinks are often 
confused with yellows
for people with blue 
color blindness

How would you 
describe this object?

1.  The circle       on the left

2.  The pink medium circle

3.  The pink circle

i Which area has the 
most traffic?

1.  The area with the most red

2.  The area that looks like a “Y”

3.  The area with the do not
  enter sign

i

How would you 
describe this object?

1.  The circle       on the left

2.  The pink medium circle

3.  The pink circle

i

Protanopia (Red color blind)

How would you 
describe this object?

1.  The circle       on the left

2.  The pink medium circle

3.  The pink circle

i

Deuteranopia (Green color blind)

How would you 
describe this object?

1.  The circle       on the left

2.  The pink medium circle

3.  The pink circle

i

Tritanopia (Blue color blind)

How would you 
describe this object?

1.  The circle       on the left

2.  The pink medium circle

3.  The pink circle

i

Which area has the 
most traffic?

1.  The area with the most red

2.  The area that looks like a “Y”

3.  The area with the do not
  enter sign

Which area has the 
most traffic?

1.  The area with the most red

2.  The area that looks like a “Y”

3.  The area with the do not
  enter sign

i

Next level

Did you know?
The color red used to show 
that something is “bad” and the 
color green used to show that 
something is “good” does not 
read the same way for people 
with color blindness. This is true 
for things such as maps, lights 
to show when something is 
done charging etc.

Protanopia (Red color blind)

Which area has the 
most traffic?

1.  The area with the most red

2.  The area that looks like a “Y”

3.  The area with the do not
  enter sign

i

Deuteranopia (Green color blind)

Which area has the 
most traffic?

1.  The area with the most red

2.  The area that looks like a “Y”

3.  The area with the do not
  enter sign

i

Tritanopia (Blue color blind)

Which area has the 
most traffic?

1.  The area with the most red

2.  The area that looks like a “Y”

3.  The area with the do not
  enter sign

i



level 4
Drawing influence from San Jose’s lightrail 
station map as well as other metro stations, 
this level presents a case in which metro 
stations rely too heavily on color. In this level 
the red green and brown lines are confused 
with one another. In addition the blue and 
purple lines look relatively similar.

level 3
Many games such as FPS (first person shooters) 
or games that take place in a large enviornmental 
space usually have a mini map. In games that involve 
multiple teams and challenges, colors are often 
used to identify one’s location, one’s party or 
team, and where the enemy is. In most games 
the use of color for one’s team and enemy are in 
green or red. Specifically, in games such as 
CSGO and other FPS, it is hard to tell who is a 
friend or foe.

1

2

3

1

2

3

4342

Tritanopia (Blue color blind)

Where is the enemy?

1.  The dots       near haven

2.  The red dots       on the map

3.  Near “haven”

A long
haven

i

Deuteranopia (Green color blind)

Where is the enemy?

1.  The dots       near haven

2.  The red dots       on the map

3.  Near “haven”

A long
haven

i

Protanopia (Red color blind)

Where is the enemy?

1.  The dots       near haven

2.  The red dots       on the map

3.  Near “haven”

A long
haven

i

Where is the enemy?

1.  The dots       near haven

2.  The red dots       on the map

3.  Near “haven”

you

haven

i

Where is the enemy?

1.  The dots       near haven

2.  The red dots       on the map

3.  Near “haven”

haven

i

Next level

Did you know?
In games red is often used 
to show enemies and green 
is used to show where your 
allies are. However for 
people with red or green 
color blindness it can be 
hard to tell them apart.

Where is the enemy?

1.  The dots       near haven

2.  The red dots       on the map

3.  Near “haven”

A long

you

haven

i

Tritanopia (Blue color blind)

a

a

c

b

b d e

a b

Which line do I take 
to get from     to    ? 

1.  The green line

2.  The dotted line

3.  The red line

i

Deuteranopia (Green blind)

a

a

c

b

b d e

a b

Which line do I take 
to get from     to    ? 

1.  The green line

2.  The dotted line

3.  The red line

i

a

a

c

b

b d e

a b

Which line do I take 
to get from     to    ? 

1.  The green line

2.  The dotted line

3.  The red line

i

a

a

c

b

b d e

a b

Which line do I take 
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Protanopia (Red blind)
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Which line do I take 
to get from     to    ? 

1.  The green line

2.  The dotted line

3.  The red line Next level

i

Did you know?
reds, greens, and browns 
can be confused with one 
another for people with red 
and green color blindness. 

The same goes for blues 
and purples.



level 6
Drawing influence from sport teams, specifically 
sports that take place on grass. It is important 
to know who is on your team and who isn’t. 
Although colored jerseys or uniforms are often 
used to differentiate between the two teams, 
there are instances where the color jersey of 
both teams are identical. For people with red 
or green color blindness this is particularly 
hard when sports are played on grass.

level 5
As noted from a survey participant’s personal 
experience, they were asked to stand behind a 
certain colored line but was not able to 
differentiate between the two. Colored lines 
are often used in areas such as gyms where the 
space has multiple uses. For example, the lines 
can be used to mark where basketball courts 
are, where to set up volleyball nets or areas to 
play badminton. This level introduces more 
color combinations that are confused with one 
another as well as the introduction of the potential 
use of symbols for each area.
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How would you 
describe this area?

1.  The area that takes the most  
 space

2.  The area within the blue lines

3.  The area with the volleyball  
     symbol

How would you 
describe this area?

1.  The area that takes the most  
 space

2.  The area within the blue lines

3.  The area with the volleyball  
     symbol

How would you 
describe this area?

1.  The area that takes the most  
 space

2.  The area within the blue lines

3.  The area with the volleyball  
     symbol

Next level

Did you know?
Multi purpose gyms often use 
colored lines for different 
sports. In this case, reds can be 
mixed up with greens and blues 
can look like greens.

Protanopia (Red color blind)

How would you 
describe this area?

1.  The area that takes the most  
 space

2.  The area within the blue lines

3.  The area with the volleyball  
     symbol

Deuteranopia (Green color blind)

How would you 
describe this area?

1.  The area that takes the most  
 space

2.  The area within the blue lines

3.  The area with the volleyball  
     symbol

Tritanopia (Blue color blind)

How would you 
describe this area?

1.  The area that takes the most  
 space

2.  The area within the blue lines

3.  The area with the volleyball  
     symbol
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Describe how you 
would pass the ball 
to your teammates.

1.  Pass it to someone wearing              
 green

2.  Pass the ball diagonally

3.  Pass it to someone wearing     
  an odd number jersey
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Describe how you 
would pass the ball 
to your teammates.

1.  Pass it to someone wearing              
 green

2.  Pass the ball diagonally

3.  Pass it to someone wearing     
  an odd number jersey

1

i

Next level

Did you know?
In sports it can be hard to find 
objects and teammates 
depending on the 
enviornment. This includes 
water, concrete, grass etc.
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Describe how you 
would pass the ball 
to your teammates.

1.  Pass it to someone wearing              
 g r e e n

2.  Pass the ball diagonally
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Deuteranopia (Green color blind)

Describe how you 
would pass the ball 
to your teammates.

1.  Pass it to someone wearing              
 g r e e n

2.  Pass the ball diagonally

3.  Pass it to someone wearing     
  an odd number jersey
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Protanopia (Red color blind)

Describe how you 
would pass the ball 
to your teammates.

1.  Pass it to someone wearing              
 g r e e n

2.  Pass the ball diagonally

3.  Pass it to someone wearing     
  an odd number jersey
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level 7
In the case with puzzles, there are often times 
cases in which people with severe color blindness 
can not differentiate the color if there is not a 
lot of that color in an area.

In this level it challenges the fact that there are 
multiple color blindness that exist at different 
severities. What works to identify one object 
may not work to identify the same object for 
someone who is color blind to another color. 61
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1.  The piece with the red apple

2.  The piece outside the pile

3.  Piece that make the leaves                   
 of the tree

How would you 
describe the puzzle 
piece below?

i

Next level

Did you know?
It can be hard to spot colors
if there is too little of that 
color in one area. In addition, 
certain color combinations 
when put together make it 
hard to find certain pieces 
even with detail descriptions

1.  The piece with the red apple

2.  The piece outside the pile

3.  Piece that make the leaves                   
 of the tree

How would you 
describe the puzzle 
piece below?

i

Protanopia (Red color blind)

1.  The piece with the red apple

2.  The piece outside the pile

3.  Piece that make the leaves                   
 of the tree

How would you 
describe the puzzle 
piece below?

i

level 8
As noted in my survey and research, many 
people often times struggle to identify colors 
without a reference to their name. In cases 
where crayons or colored objects exist without a 
label it can be confused with a variety of colors.

One’s idea of what is considered “blue” can be 
very different from another person’s perception 
of the same label, “blue.”

In another sense when describing colors such as 
asphalt, sunset mango, seafoam green, it can be 
more ambiguous to what that actually looks like, 
specifically to someone who is color blind. i

3.  The crayons labeled: “Dark blue”,
     ”Blue”, ”Bright blue”, and “Pink”

How would you 
describe these crayons?

1.  The crayons without a label

2.  The blue and pink crayons
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Finish

Did you know?
Without a label it’s hard to 
pick out specific colors. 
Blues look like purples, pinks 
look like grays and yellows, 
and reds can sometimes 
look like greens and browns.
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3.  The crayons labeled: “Dark blue”,
     ”Blue”, ”Bright blue”, and “Pink”
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Deuteranopia (Green color blind)

How would you 
describe these crayons?

1.  The crayons without a label

2.  The blue and pink crayons
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3.  The crayons labeled: “Dark blue”,
     ”Blue”, ”Bright blue”, and “Pink”
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Tritanopia (Blue color blind)

How would you 
describe these crayons?

1.  The crayons without a label

2.  The blue and pink crayons
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     ”Blue”, ”Bright blue”, and “Pink”
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3.  The crayons labeled: “Dark blue”,
     ”Blue”, ”Bright blue”, and “Pink”
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Deuteranopia (Green color blind)

How would you 
describe the puzzle 
piece below?

1.  The piece with the red apple

2.  The piece outside the pile

3.  Piece that make the leaves                   
 of the tree

i

Tritanopia (Blue color blind)

How would you 
describe the puzzle 
piece below?

1.  The piece with the red apple

2.  The piece outside the pile

3.  Piece that make the leaves                   
 of the tree

i

How would you 
describe the puzzle 
piece below?

i

1.  The piece with the red apple

2.  The piece outside the pile

3.  Piece that make the leaves                   
 of the tree



Conclusion6 What have I 
learned?



Reflection

From the introduction to this topic through my job to 
the end of this thesis I still find this topic interesting 
and there’s still a lot left for me to learn. I would hope 
that this topic is brought up in conversation amongst 
designers as well as children and educators. Even 
now with all the research I’ve done I still catch myself 
using color as the first indicator for an object. Moving 
forward to the future where screens are going to play 
a bigger part in one’s lives I hope that I can take what I 
learned from this project to design for visual accessibility.

Summary

Example of areas where color is used

Links: It’s common to highlight a hyperlink within a 
body of text using color alone.

Infographics: Color is crucial to the appeal and 
readability of infographics. It also often carries 
symbolic information.

Maps: Here too, color is often used to distinguish 
things like different subway lines or city districts.

Games: Color is often used to distinguish teams 
and direct gameplay.

Colophon

Typefaces

MADE TOMMY
MADE TOMMY OUTLINE

Book Specs

13w x 11h inches via blurb.com
64 pages
Image wrap hardcover
proline uncoated #100 text stock

Avoid the following color combinations:

Green & Red; 
Green & Brown; 
Blue & Purple; 
Green & Blue; 
Light Green & Yellow; 
Blue & Grey; 
Green & Grey; 
Green & Black 
Pink & Grey;

Make it monochrome: Using various shades of a 
single color instead of multiple colors

Use high contrast: Color blind people can still 
perceive contrast, as well as differences in hue, 
saturation and brightness. Many color blind 
individuals report being able to better distinguish 
between bright colors rather than dim ones, 
which tend to blur into one another.

Use thicker lines: Some mildly color blind 
people are able to see a color, but only if 
there’s a sufficient “mass” of it. If a line of color 
is too thin, it won’t show up as the right color.

Don’t assume colors will signal emotions in and 
of themselves: If you’re using red to signal 
“bad,” “warning,” or “watch out,” consider 
adding another symbolic element to get the 
point across to color blind viewers.

Use texture instead: in maps and infographics, 
try using texture in addition to color to 
differentiate between objects.

Tips
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Resources I would like to share

http://www.colourblindawareness.org/wp-content/uplo
ads/2010/07/Detailed-advice-sheet-for-teachers-Feb-2
016.pdf
Advice sheet for teachers with color blind students. This 
pdf points out things to avoid and look out for to make 
the classroom more color blind friendly.

https://www.toptal.com/designers/colorfilter
Colorblind Web Page Filter: type in a URL, select a type 
of color blindness, and their filter will show you what the 
web page looks like to someone with that issue

http://vischeck.com/
Vischeck: applied to files or web pages, it can either 
simulate color blind vision or try to correct images for 
color blind viewers

http://colorlab.wickline.org/colorblind/colorlab/
Color Laboratory: allows you to see how selected colors 
will appear next to one another, in various foreground/ 
background combinations and to color blind viewers

http://www.stainlessvision.com/blog/projects/colour-c
ontrast-visualiser
Color contrast visualizer: helps you choose good color 
combinations in general

https://www.color-blindness.com/
More information about color blindness deficiency

https://wearecolorblind.com/
We Are Colorblind: a website by color blind graphic 
designers that has articles about color blindness and 
reviews of various products (mostly apps) with respect to 
their color blind friendliness or unfriendliness

There are tons of resources that give you feedback about 
your color choices. Some of them even provide 
simulations of what your design would look like to a color 
blind eye. Here are a few that I found interesting:
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Thank you to everyone who has helped me on
this journey to learn more about color blindness
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